The

Reivers
Trail
The Reivers were families who lived
in the Borderlands between England
and Scotland. They were a violent
bunch who lived by their own rules
and spent their time stealing,
raiding cattle and fighting.

Top Fact!

tury the Borderlands
During the 15th and 16th cen
d were one of the
between Scotland and Englan
in Europe!
most dangerous places to live

Find the arquebus (a type of gun)
on display. Where was it found?

The S_l_a_M_s_ Battle Site

Look closely at the two
helmets on display.
There are two types of helmet,
a

S_a_is_ Morion and

A_o_b Morion

(Fill in the blanks)

They are made from steel. Circle
the words that describe why you
think they used steel.

strong weak expensive
heavy reusable protective
Look at the ‘hand and a half’ sword on
display. Draw your own design for the
handle in the box below.
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Reivers
Trail

Have a look at the Reiver nicknames in the circular display
behind you, there are some really funny ones!
If you were a Reiver, what would your nickname be?
........................................

Top Fact!

Look at the model of the house.
Can you find these things?

Cow

Barrel

d law which meant
The Hot Trod was a Borderlan
r cattle back as long as
you could violently steal you
ng stolen from you!
it was within 7 days of it bei

Spear

Think about what life must have been like when every
night you were in fear of being raided and attacked...
but it was not all bad, you could make up your own rules!
Circle the words that describe how you
think people would have felt living in a
dangerous place like the Borderlands.

frightened
strong

safe

loyal

hungry

unhappy

happy

brave

Would you have liked to have been a Reiver?

Yes

No

Maybe

sad

Every family had
their own coat of
arms which they
would proudly
display.
Design your own
coat of arms here.

